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Life and death decisions of autonomous 
vehicles

Yochanan E. Bigman1 ✉ & Kurt Gray1

Arising from: E. Awad et al. Nature https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0637-6 (2018)

How should self-driving cars make decisions when human lives hang 
in the balance? The Moral Machine experiment1 (MME) suggests that 
people want autonomous vehicles (AVs) to treat different human lives 
unequally, preferentially killing some people (for example, men, the 
old and the poor) over others (for example, women, the young and the 
rich). Our results challenge this idea, revealing that this apparent pref-
erence for inequality is driven by the specific ‘trolley-type’ paradigm 
used by the MME. Multiple studies with a revised paradigm reveal that 
people overwhelmingly want autonomous vehicles to treat different 
human lives equally in life and death situations, ignoring gender, age 
and status—a preference consistent with a general desire for equality2–4.

The large-scale adoption of autonomous vehicles raises ethical chal-
lenges because autonomous vehicles may sometimes have to decide 
between killing one person or another5,6. The MME seeks to reveal 
people’s preferences in these situations and many of these revealed 
preferences, such as ‘save more people over fewer’ and ‘kill by inaction 
over action’ are consistent with preferences documented in previous 
research7,8.

However, the MME also concludes that people want autonomous vehi-
cles to make decisions about who to kill on the basis of personal features, 
including physical fitness, age, status and gender (for example, saving 
women and killing men). This conclusion contradicts well-documented 
ethical preferences for equal treatment across demographic features 
and identities, a preference enshrined in the US Constitution, the United 
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in the Ethical Guide-
line 9 of the German Ethics Code for Automated and Connected Driving9.

We suggest that the MME finds preferences for inequality across 
lives because its methodology is relatively insensitive to preferences 
for equality. The MME uses trolley-type dilemmas that force people 
to choose between killing one person (or set of people) versus killing 
another person (or set of people). Because this paradigm assumes 
inequality (for example, should we program AVs to kill men or women?), 
it has difficulties revealing whether people prefer equality (for example, 
should we program AVs to ignore gender?).

What would happen if people indicated their ethical preferences 
in a revised paradigm, one that allowed AVs to treat different humans 
equally? We explored this possibility in study 1, in which people were 
randomly assigned to either a ‘forced inequality’ or an ‘equality allowed’ 
condition. Participants were drawn from two quasi-representative 
samples across two Western countries (US, N = 1,174; UK, N = 1178).

The forced inequality condition was a simplified replication of the 
MME, testing whether participants thought autonomous vehicles 
should (1) kill group A (for example, elderly people) to save group B 
(for example, children) or (2) kill group B to save group A. As in the 
MME, we examined both personal features (for example, kill men versus 

women) and structural features (for example, kill many people versus 
few people) in driving situations. However, unlike the MME—which 
used composite groups that simultaneously varied both personal and 
structural features—we examined each of these features individually 
(see Supplementary Information and https://osf.io/wy8tq/?view_only= 
e5907f552f5e4a8a901cbdd2d4c035f6 for details and data).

As Fig. 1 shows, results from the forced inequality condition closely 
match the global effects of the MME. Beyond the general value of rep-
lication10, this validates our paradigm: although we used a different 
sample and a simpler method, we obtained the same results as the MME.

The equality allowed condition was similar to the forced inequal-
ity condition, but with the addition of a third option, (3) treat the lives 
of groups A and B equally (for example, treat the lives of children and 
elderly people equally). As Fig.1 shows, people overwhelmingly selected 
this option when it was available, revealing that they want autonomous 
vehicles to treat people equally. For example, when forced to choose 
between men and women, 87.7% chose to save women, but 97.9% of 
people actually preferred to treat both groups equally. See Supple-
mentary Table 1 for full results.

Admittedly, it may be difficult to program a deep sense of egalitari-
anism into machines, but autonomous vehicles can functionally value 
human lives equally by simply ignoring (or failing to detect) features 
such as gender, age and social class. Restricting the ethical choice set 
of autonomous vehicles is consistent with emerging research reveal-
ing that people prefer autonomous machines not to make important 
ethical decisions11,12. Ignoring personal features is also more consistent 
with the current technical capacities of AVs.

One question about our data is whether participants prefer the ‘treat 
equally’ option simply because it fails to mention killing. Study 2 ruled 
out this concern by replicating the equality allowed condition (N = 843 
US participants from an online panel) with a modified third option: 
that autonomous vehicles should decide who to save and who to kill 
without considering their personal features. Consistent with study 1, 
people expressed a robust preference for AVs to treat people equally 
by ignoring personal features. For example, people preferred self-
driving cars to not consider gender (92.6%), fitness (88.8%) or status 
(84.7%). The only substantial departure from study 1 was lawfulness: 
53.1% of people preferred to spare law abiders over law breakers. See 
Supplementary Table 2 for full results.

Of course, AVs might sometimes have to choose between killing 
different sets of people, but these decisions can rely solely on struc-
tural rather than personal features. In study 3, participants (N = 993 US 
participants from an online panel) chose which of two autonomous 
vehicles should be allowed on the road: one that makes ethical decisions 
on the basis of the structural features revealed by the MME (for example, 
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saving more people versus fewer, killing by inaction versus action), 
and another on the basis of both structural and personal features (for 
example, saving people based on age, gender, and status). Consist-
ent with our predictions, 89.9% of participants chose the structural-
features-only car, once again expressing a desire for AVs that ignore 
personal features in ethical dilemmas.

We note a number of caveats to our studies. Our samples were smaller 
than the millions who completed the MME. However, using quasi-repre-
sentative samples in our main study (rather than a convenience sample) 
helps generalize the results to the populations of two large Western 
countries. We acknowledge that ethical preferences may vary across 
cultures, but our key point is that the current MME paradigm is relatively 
insensitive to preferences for equality, regardless of participant culture. 
Finally, we recognize that people often do discriminate on the basis of 
personal features, as sexism, classism, racism and ageism all illustrate. 
However, even people who implicitly act to perpetuate inequality often 
explicitly espouse ideas of equality13.

To frame the MME in a broader context, consider a thought experi-
ment about some personal features not assessed by the MME—religion, 

race, and disability. What might happen if the MME forced people to 
choose between black and white people? Aggregating people’s deci-
sions could reveal a racial bias13, but this would not mean that people 
want to share the road with racist autonomous vehicles. The same logic 
applies to the features that were included in the MME. Do people truly 
want to live in a world with sexist, ageist and classist self-driving cars? 
This thought experiment further suggests that aggregating across 
forced-choice preferences may not accurately reveal how people want 
autonomous vehicles to be programmed to act when human lives are 
at stake.

Although we must be careful about interpreting the results of the 
MME, we emphasize its value. Every methodology has limitations, 
and the MME reveals both basic moral cognitive processes and global 
preferences for saving lives in a forced-choice paradigm. More broadly, 
the MME highlights the important ethical questions posed by AVs—
questions that society will soon need to address.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.

Data availability
All materials, data and code used in the studies are available at https://
osf.io/wy8tq/?view_only=e5907f552f5e4a8a901cbdd2d4c035f6.
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Fig. 1 | People’s choices for how autonomous vehicles should be 
programmed to act in situations where human lives are at stake (study 1). 
Personal features reflect individual identity characteristics (for example, age 
and status) and structural features reflect characteristics of the situation. The 
forced inequality condition (n = 1,129) replicates the MME, which makes people 
choose between two options, whereas the equality allowed condition 
(n = 1,223) provides a third option of equal treatment. See Supplementary Fig. 1 
for confidence intervals.
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Study description All three reported studies were quantitative.

Research sample Study 1: 
Three thousand and three people were recruited by Prolific in two nationally representative samples (on age, gender and ethnicity) one 
from the UK and one from the USA. After a few days of data collection the age criteria was loosened, such that older ages are still a little 
under-represented (e.g., for people older than 58 years old, 328 instead of 467 in the US sample and 446 instead of 463 in the UK 
sample). 
In the UK representative sample (N = 1503), 772 were female and 731 male, 271 participants were between the ages of 18 and 27, 263 
between 28 and 37, 282 between 38 and 47, 240 between 48 and 57, and 446 participants older than 58. One hundred and fifteen 
participants were Asian, 55 black, 31 mixed, 24 other and 1278 were white. Four of the responses were empty, such that the final sample 
size was 1499. 
In the US representative sample (N = 1500) 769 were female and 731 male, 339 participants were between the ages of 18 and 27, 327 
between 28 and 37, 258between 38 and 47, 248 between 48 and 57, and 328 participants older than 58. 96 were Asian, 197 black, 37 
mixed, 30 other and 1140 were white.  
 
Study 2: 
One thousand and four people were recruited vie Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (429 male, 566 female, 9 other/preferred not to disclose; 
Age: M = 35.00, SD = 12.22).  
 
Study 3: 
One thousand and nine people were recruited vie Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (433 male, 570 female, 6 other/preferred not to disclose; 
Age: M = 37.26, SD = 12.80). 

Sampling strategy Study 1 used stratified sampling. Studies 2-3 used convenience samples.   
Sample size: We wanted to far exceed typical power recommendations, and given that isolating the true proportion of the population is 
important, believed 3000 participants would keep the standard error of the mean sufficiently low for our main study (Study 2), and 1000 
for the additional Studies (Studies 2 and 3).

Data collection Data was collected on Qualtrics XM through online panels such as Prolific (Study 1) and Amazon's Mechanical Turk (Studies 2-3).

Timing Study 1: The UK sample was collected between April 18th and April 23rd 2019. The US sample was collected between April 24th and April 
30th. Data for Study 2 was collected on July 18th 2019. Data for Study 3 was collected on April 15th 2019.

Data exclusions All exclusions were per-registered (links to the per-registration appear in the Supplemental information). 
 
Study 1:  
Participants completed three attention checks. In the first attention check they were asked what day was yesterday and what they asked 
for breakfast. In the second attention check participants were shown three sliders, marked X, Y and Z. They were asked to set X on 15, Y 
to be greater than X and evenly divisible by 10, and Z to be larger than Y. In the third attention check participants were asked if they 
answered questions about how a self-driving car or a human driver, and if they had an option of having people treated equally. Six 
hundred and forty seven participants failed at least one of the attention checks and were excluded from the analysis as planned in the 
pre-registration.  
 
Study 2:  
Participants completed two attention checks. In the first attention check they were asked what day was yesterday and what they asked 
for breakfast. In the second attention check participants were asked if they answered questions about how a self-driving car or a human 
driver, and if they had an option of having people treated equally. One hundred and fifty seven participants failed at least one of the 
attention checks and were excluded from the analysis as planned in the pre-registration.  
 
Study 3: 
Participants were asked what day was yesterday and what they asked for breakfast. Sixteen participants failed this attention check and 
were excluded from the analysis.  

Non-participation NA

Randomization Randomization was done with the "randomize" function in Qualtrics. 

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 
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Population characteristics See above 

Recruitment Participants were recruited vie online panels. While these panels perhaps do not reflect the general population perfectly, there is 
ample evidence that they provide good and valid results: 
Hauser, D. J., & Schwarz, N. (2016). Attentive Turkers: MTurk participants perform better on online attention checks than do 
subject pool participants. Behavior Research Methods, 48(1), 400–407. https://doi.org/10.3758/s13428-015-0578-z 
Paolacci, G., & Chandler, J. (2014). Inside the Turk: Understanding Mechanical Turk as a Participant Pool. Current Directions in 
Psychological Science, 23(3), 184–188. https://doi.org/10.1177/0963721414531598 
Goodman, J. K., Cryder, C. E., & Cheema, A. (2013). Data Collection in a Flat World: The Strengths and Weaknesses of Mechanical 
Turk Samples. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 26(3), 213–224. https://doi.org/10.1002/bdm.1753

Ethics oversight The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill IRB

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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Reply to: Life and death decisions of 
autonomous vehicles

Edmond Awad1,2, Sohan Dsouza1, Richard Kim1, Jonathan Schulz3, Joseph Henrich4,  
Azim Shariff5*, Jean-François Bonnefon6* & Iyad Rahwan1,7,8*

Replying to: Y. E. Bigman & K. Gray. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-1987-4 (2020)

In ‘The Moral Machine experiment’ (MME)1, we argued that poli-
cymakers would benefit from being aware of citizens’ preferences 
regarding the behaviour of autonomous vehicles in critical situations—
situations in which an autonomous vehicle cannot save everyone, 
but can still decide to save one group of road users or another. In the 
accompanying Comment2, Bigman and Gray make the important point 
that the way we measure these preferences can affect the results we 
obtain.

Actual consumer choices cannot yet be recorded. If we want the 
ethics of these vehicles to be decided before they hit the market, we 
can only collect stated preferences, based on hypothetical choices. 
The MME used a standard method for collecting stated preferences 
between multidimensional outcomes: Users chose between pairs of 
unavoidable accidents—which varied along multiple dimensions—
and the importance of each dimension was statistically extracted 
from their choices using conjoint analysis3. Typical surveys can only 
do this for a few dimensions, because of the exponential increase 
in required sample size for every additional dimension. Given the 
unusual scale of the MME, we were able to investigate nine dimen-
sions simultaneously.

Bigman and Gray adopted a different method. Rather than having 
users go through multiple pairs of nine-dimensional outcomes, they 
asked eight separate questions about general policy preferences, one 
per dimension (the human–nonhuman dimension was not used in 
their survey). For example, they asked: should self-driving cars be pro-
grammed to (1) kill children and save elderly people, (2) kill elderly 
people and save children, or (3) treat the lives of children and elderly 
people equally?

Bigman and Gray report that for all but one question—saving many 
versus few—the most frequent response was (3). For example, about 
80% of participants said that self-driving cars should ‘treat the lives of 
children and elderly people equally’.

These results roughly agree with the Moral Machine results on 
some dimensions (for example, the weak preference for inaction), 
and disagree on others (for example, the preference for saving 
children), but the differences between the two methods, measures 
and statistical analyses make any direct comparison difficult. The 
two different methods may differently tap a single, stable set of 
preferences or they may elicit from respondents different facets 
of fragmented, inconsistent preferences that have yet to be solidi-
fied. Each approach comes with its own limitations, and its own 
usefulness. The Moral Machine approach allows us to measure 
the weight of different moral priorities when pitted against each 

other, rather than considered in isolation; but participants cannot 
explicitly state that one dimension (for example, age) should not be 
taken into account. Of course, since each scenario involved at least 
two moral dimensions, respondents could avoid making decisions 
based on dimensions they felt should not be programmed into the 
cars. Participants who believed that the vehicle should be blind to 
age, for instance, could endeavour to be systematically blind to age 
themselves in how they responded to the scenario pairs. Had mil-
lions of participants made this choice, this would have statistically 
resulted in an absence of a preference for age, and it would have 
ranked at the bottom of the list of the nine moral dimensions we 
tested. It remains, however, that individuals had no opportunity to 
explicitly express this preference for equality.

The approach used by Bigman and Gray does offer participants 
the opportunity to explicitly express a preference for equality. One 
limitation of this approach is that measurement becomes sensitive 
to social desirability, experimental demands and framing effects 
(which is not to say that other methods do not have this problem). 
For example, consider the phrasing of the three response options 
above, and note how the word ‘kill’ disappears from the third option, 
making it instantly more attractive at a surface level. The first two 
options clearly describe trade-offs, whereas the third option only has 
positive connotations. We could suggest an opposite framing for the 
third option: ‘the self-driving car should indiscriminately kill children 
and elderly people’. This is as valid a description as the one used by 
Bigman and Gray, but it seems less attractive in this negative framing. 
Indeed, in their study 2, Bigman and Gray used a framing that stands 
somewhere in between the positive framing used in study 1 and the 
negative framing we suggest above, and this intermediate framing 
appeared to have an effect on the results: for half of the questions, 
the frequency of the ‘equality’ response decreased by 16 percentage 
points to 27% (as can be seen by comparing their Supplementary Table 
1 and Supplementary Table 2).

We should note that an unpublished portion of the MME used a 
third method—one similar to that of Bigman and Gray, but one that 
avoided this loaded language confounder. After making 13 decisions, 
users had the option to ‘help us better understand (their) decisions’. 
Users who agreed were taken to a page where they could position 
one slider for each of the nine dimensions explored by the Moral 
Machine. For example, one slider showed a baby on the left side, an 
elderly person on the right side, and was labelled ‘Age preference’. 
Users could move the slider to express how important this dimen-
sion should be—more to the left if they wanted to save younger lives, 
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more to the right if they wanted to save older lives. Importantly, this 
method did give participants the option to treat the lives of children 
or elderly people (or men or women, or humans or pets) equally; 
participants could easily express such a preference by positioning 
the slider at the midpoint of the scale. This is, in essence, the method 
used by Bigman and Gray—except that it uses a continuous measure 
rather than a three-point scale and does not use a textual description 
for the midpoint of the scale.

The original position of the sliders was not systematically the mid-
dle point of the scale, but rather a rough estimation of the prefer-
ence of each individual user based on their responses to the Moral 
Machine. Thus, users had the opportunity to move sliders if they 
disagreed with the estimation. More than 99% of users who saw the 
slider page moved at least one slider from its original position. Fig-
ure 1a shows the final position of all sliders for these 585,531 users, 
thus reflecting their choices when given the option of explicitly 
valuing all lives equally. Figure 1b shows the final position of each 
slider only for those users who actually moved it. This is a stronger 
test, since it restricts the data to the responses of users who actively 
expressed a preference.

Both figures tell a similar, three-part story. At the top of each figure, 
we can see that four preferences that were estimated as strong in the 
MME (saving humans, saving more lives, saving younger lives and 
saving pedestrians who cross legally; Fig. 2) are confirmed as strong. 
For these four dimensions, the distributions of responses are clearly 
skewed, and the modal response is not equality. At the bottom of each 
figure, four preferences that were identified as weak in the MME (inac-
tion, saving pedestrians, saving fit characters and saving women) 
are confirmed as weak. The modal response for these dimensions is 
indeed equality.

Only for one dimension do we find a clear gap between the prefer-
ences extracted from the Moral Machine and the preferences explicitly 
expressed by users. Whereas users’ scenario-based choices indicated a 

preference for saving high-status characters over low-status characters, 
their expressed preference on the sliders was to treat them equally. 
Here we see the value of giving people the opportunity to express an 
explicit preference: While their scenario-based choices may well show 
an implicit bias against lower-status victims, the users would probably 
be unhappy if this bias was actually acted on. Of course, it is extremely 
unlikely that policymakers would propose that autonomous vehicles 
should discriminate on the basis of social status, but we can still remain 
vigilant for other gaps between implicit biases and explicit preferences 
for equality, whenever they concern characteristics that may enter 
policy debates.

Self-driving car fatalities are an inevitability, but the type of fatali-
ties that ethically offend the public and derail the industry are not. As 
a result, it seems important to anticipate, as accurately as we can, how 
the public will actually feel about the ethical decisions we program into 
these vehicles. Since any method used to collect these preferences will 
have its own biases and limitations, the methodological diversity advo-
cated by Bigman and Gray, and the broad involvement of psychologists 
more generally, will be critical to reaching that goal.

Methods
Ethical compliance
This study was approved by the Institute Review Board at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. The authors complied with all relevant ethical 
considerations. Participants were briefed on the purpose of the study 
and were given the chance to opt out from having their data used.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.

Data availability
Data and code that can be used to reproduce Figs. 1 and 2 are available 
at https://bit.ly/2VKyMhJ. 
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Fig. 1 | Distribution of explicit preferences stated by Moral Machine users. 
Sliders were presented with a default position determined by the responses 
users gave to the Moral Machine ‘judge’ mode. a, Preferences of users who 
moved at least one slider from its original position (585,531 users; >99% of the 
users). b, Preferences of users who changed sliders from their original position 
(range: 190,862–581,496 users). In both cases, only row 5 (social status 
preference) shows a clear gap between the preferences extracted from the 
Moral Machine1 and the preferences explicitly expressed by users.
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Fig. 2 | Preferences extracted from the conjoint analysis of the Moral 
Machine dataset. This figure is a simplified version of Fig. 2a from the MME1. 
The x axis shows the average marginal causal effect for each preference. In each 
row, ΔPr is the difference between the probability of sparing characters 
possessing the attribute on the right, and the probability of sparing characters 
possessing the attribute on the left, aggregated over all other attributes 
(n = 35.2 × 106).
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